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 Lecture 4 

GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE 

Only occasionally in the story of architecture can one point to a person or building 
that is a milestone, saying here started such a style.  In the transition from 
Romanesque to Gothic there is such a milestone.  The man is a Benedictine Abbot 
called Suger, the place the choir of the Abbey Church of St-Denis on the edge of 
Paris, completed in 1144. 

  Suger’s pamphlet on the Consecration of St-Denis contains a rare description of 
the sources of Gothic architecture.  His thesis was that ‘the dull mind rises to truth 
through that which is material’.  He appealed to the dull mind by using the rib 
vault to create soaring arches which would draw the spirit of man up to heaven.  
He transformed walls into screens of glass to teach the origins of his faith in 
picture stories (illiteracy) while submerging him in celestial light. 

   Suger caught the temper of the times, which was swinging away from life’s 
grimmer aspects—sin, guilt, and death—to a triumphant Church which had 
achieved success in the Crusades.  The view of God’s world was now one of 
beauty and comparative safety. 

 Natural motifs of leaves, birds, animals and flowers abound, to praise the Lord 
Giver of Life.   

 In the 16C, art historians dubbed the style Gothic (barbaric), but the French King 
and Queen, and archbishops and bishops from France to Canterbury in England, 
saw the soaring churches as incandescent with the light of God. 

Before 1844   Choir Suger on Window 

David Watkin writes of the ‘strange flowering of poetic and constructional genius’ 
with reference to the emergence of the Gothic style 
 Yet not one of the features of Gothic architecture was new—not the pointed arch 

or window, nor cross-vaulting, flying buttresses or twin towers on the façade.  
What was essentially Gothic was the way these components were structurally 
combined: 

• The freedom given by the pointed arch (height and width had to be equal 
with the Roman arch) 

• The double Gothic roof, wood outside and stone vault beneath: before the 
lightning rod was invented (Franklin, 18C), inner stone vault protected the 
church if struck by lightning 
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o It also provided space for the hoisting-gear needed to heave the stones 
of the vault into position 

• Flying buttresses which could send the main forces from the roof down to 
the ground 

• The cathedral could now be a lantern of glass 

The basis of the whole design had changed radically.  The space they were 
enclosing could now be widened or narrowed, and above all, it could extend 
upwards.  Vaulted roofs no longer planted their heavy weight on the massive 
shoulders of the side walls; instead the weight swung down through simple arches 
built diagonally and transversely across each bay, like the ribs of an umbrella.  
Flying buttresses were added outside to stabilise the tribune further. 
Human figures now stood as statues in niches on the cathedral exteriors:  saints, 
prophets, kings… Ie, exteriors became more complex and elaborate. 

  Like the Romanesque, the Gothic style began with the Roman Catholic Church 
in Europe.  The church dominated life for a millennium.  The bureaucracy of the 
church—cardinals, archbishops, bishops—rivalled kings and barons in wealth; 
in fact, they came from the same families.  They vied with each other for land,  
- but the wealth of the church came mainly from the people:  through tithes of 
10%, through donations from kings and nobles, but even more from merchants 
and guildsmen in towns (who passed the cost on to consumers), and increasingly 
through the sale of  indulgences. 

  Cathedrals and churches were like community centres.  They not only housed 
church services but processions, baptisms, communion and confirmation 
ceremonies, weddings, and funerals.  The Church provided salvation, and was an 
avenue of social mobility.  90% of Roman writings were preserved in Carolingian 
monasteries, reproduced by the elegant handwriting of monks.   

  Churches were the destinations of the tourists of the Middle Ages, who went on 
pilgrimages for penance, veneration of relics and to see the world from shrines 
around France, through the towns that had developed around churches and 
cathedrals before the breakdown of the Roman Empire.  For security, walls and 
moats were built around towns and towers erected in the Middle Ages. 

Their destination was the Shrine of St James of Compostela, to which hearty 
pilgrims walked across the Pryanees and northern Spain almost to the Atlantic 
Ocean, and walkers continue in their footsteps today. 
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The Gothic style changed over 3 centuries with experimentation.  
The Early Gothic cathedral style preserved the basic cruciform plan with the 
entrance at the west, the altar at the east end, the long nave for processions, and side 
chapels.   

- Structurally higher, and more varied, vaults did away with the need for the 
massive Romanesque masonry;   

- instructive sculpture, painting and glass were added.  (illiterate congregations) 

In continental Europe the development of Gothic forms are divided into High and 
Late Gothic (Watkin distinguishes them as Rayonnent to Flamboyant),   whereas 
England recognises three Gothic phases:  
Early English, Decorated and Perpendicular. 

Cathedral of Chartres, 80km sw of Paris, rebuilt in 1194,  has long been seen as the 
key building in the development of the High Gothic style  

 - a lightening of the wall structure was effected by reducing the internal 
elevation to 3 storeys: 

 - a high arcade with low triforium above it,  and expanded clerestorey windows, 
meant the arcade and upper portion were equal in height 

Slide 1     Slide 2 
 - A spirit of unification and verticality is underlined by nave columns of 

slender shafts to the springing of the vaults where they merge with the ribs (stay 
on wall structure slide 2) 

For the first time in a large Gothic church the single bay was made the basic unit of 
design in the nave, as opposed to the double bays of Romanesque churches (ie, 
the spaces between one column and the next are the same) 

Flying buttresses were added to stabilize the tribune gallery on Chartres 
   (at Durham they were concealed within the triforium) 

clerestory  North transept rose window pictures  diff towers 

Chartres was a major pilgrimage church, a symbol of the religious faith and 
commercial prosperity of the townspeople. 
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 - it was an amalgam of many different periods:  lower parts 1134-50 , then upper 
destroyed by fire,  north and transept facades are from beg. 13C. 

 - 2 towers built (9 planned); nw tower 1140, (the earliest Gothic tower), its 
spire added in 1507; different towers 

 - this irregularity expresses the changefulness of its creators over time 
   
1. In the Middle Ages, the cathedral functioned as a kind of marketplace, with 

different commercial activities centred on the different portals, particularly during 
fairs.  Workers of various professions gathered in particular locations around the 
cathedral. 
- Textiles were sold around the north transept, while meat, vegetable and fuel 

sellers congregated around the south porch.  
- Money-changers had their benches near the west portals and also in the nave 

itself  (each town or region had its own currency)  
- Wine sellers plied their trade in the nave, although occasionally they were 

banished to the crypt to minimise disturbances.  
Today the town buildings line a narrow road around Chartres Cathedral -  making it 

difficult to photograph. 

Another example of French early Gothic is: 
Notre Dame Cathedral, Paris, begun 1163-1240s (4 architects) 

Towers surmounted by spires were a Gothic invention, like fingers pointing to 
heaven, shown in east front of Notre-Dame, Paris 

Western front (memorise) spire; among first flying buttresses 

HIGH GOTHIC in France:   
Reims Cathedral, like Westminster, staged the coronations of the monarchs of 

northern France and was designed for the splendour of those occasions. 
In 1210 the architect adopted the new three-tier elevation, four-part vaults, shafted 

piers (shafts driven into ground) and flying buttresses  

     Smiling angel on west facade 
  4-part vault 

- He animated these with a new emphasis on sculptural enrichment  
- Reims also contains the earliest instances of bar tracery: light windows … in 

which linear patterns have replaced solid mass (west façade)  
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Tracery is a Gothic invention of the utmost importance: 
Reims the forerunner of High Gothic style; progressed slowly into later 13C;  

- Gabled porticoes form an impressive triumphal arch motif at entrances to nave 
& aisles  

So, the west front of Reims is one flickering sculptural composition into which the 
gabled porches, adorned with crockets and figure sculpture, are completely fused 

      

Gabled porticos, crockets, sculpture     Interior: 2  roses 

Watkin:   A work of art, a Gothic parallel to the Parthenon 
Claude Monet thought so too—he painted it several times in different light. 

Amiens, the tallest cathedral in France, is regarded as representing the classic 
moment of High Gothic, 1220.  Not twin towers: built at different times.   
Nave closely modelled on Reims, triple arcade, but vaults soar even higher;   

on Somme     central spire, barely seen behind west towers 
  

 Nave  Decapitated martyrs on exterior and interior; men of reason of Fr Rev 

An outstanding tourist site in Normandy is the Abbey Mont-St-Michel, on an island 
600m out to sea.  Began as a church, then a Romanesque Benedictine abbey in the 
11C, but was reconstructed into the current Gothic style in 1228, with a 
circular capital and spire and some plant motifs.  Abbey is at top, then Great Halls, 
then town of houses and shops, walls. 

Gothic form Great hall, then houses and shops, walls 

After Amiens, the next phase of the ‘middle’ French Gothic, Rayonnant or Court 
Style, is associated with the reign of Louis IX, canonised as St Louis in 1297, 
after leading the Seventh Crusade (last). 

https://www.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=https%253A%252F%252Fthumbs.dreamstime.com%252Fx%252Freims-cathedral-18370523.jpg&imgrefurl=https%253A%252F%252Fwww.dreamstime.com%252Froyalty-free-stock-images-reims-cathedral-light-show-notre-dame-de-france-image39416449&docid=MEznHyHoPVbK7M&tbnid=lcR4XcTT9N7clM%253A&vet=10ahUKEwi39ICcuf_SAhWHT7wKHS7PD0I4yAEQMwgUKBIwEg..i&w=400&h=268&bih=929&biw=1280&q=reims%2520cathedral&ved=0ahUKEwi39ICcuf_SAhWHT7wKHS7PD0I4yAEQMwgUKBIwEg&iact=mrc&uact=8
https://www.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=https%253A%252F%252Fthumbs.dreamstime.com%252Fx%252Freims-cathedral-18370523.jpg&imgrefurl=https%253A%252F%252Fwww.dreamstime.com%252Froyalty-free-stock-images-reims-cathedral-light-show-notre-dame-de-france-image39416449&docid=MEznHyHoPVbK7M&tbnid=lcR4XcTT9N7clM%253A&vet=10ahUKEwi39ICcuf_SAhWHT7wKHS7PD0I4yAEQMwgUKBIwEg..i&w=400&h=268&bih=929&biw=1280&q=reims%2520cathedral&ved=0ahUKEwi39ICcuf_SAhWHT7wKHS7PD0I4yAEQMwgUKBIwEg&iact=mrc&uact=8
https://www.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=https%253A%252F%252Fthumbs.dreamstime.com%252Fx%252Freims-cathedral-18370523.jpg&imgrefurl=https%253A%252F%252Fwww.dreamstime.com%252Froyalty-free-stock-images-reims-cathedral-light-show-notre-dame-de-france-image39416449&docid=MEznHyHoPVbK7M&tbnid=lcR4XcTT9N7clM%253A&vet=10ahUKEwi39ICcuf_SAhWHT7wKHS7PD0I4yAEQMwgUKBIwEg..i&w=400&h=268&bih=929&biw=1280&q=reims%2520cathedral&ved=0ahUKEwi39ICcuf_SAhWHT7wKHS7PD0I4yAEQMwgUKBIwEg&iact=mrc&uact=8
https://www.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http%253A%252F%252Fupload.wikimedia.org%252Fwikipedia%252Fcommons%252Ff%252Ffb%252FAmiens_Cathedral_from_S-E.jpg&imgrefurl=http%253A%252F%252Fwww.4gress.com%252Fsights%252Fentry%252F100383.html&docid=Tjxh0IF8Ui_9vM&tbnid=1UvrFrcWdUj9AM%253A&vet=10ahUKEwiNvrSQwP_SAhUFNrwKHSYnA7gQMwhFKBQwFA..i&w=2596&h=2635&bih=929&biw=1280&q=amiens%2520cathedral&ved=0ahUKEwiNvrSQwP_SAhUFNrwKHSYnA7gQMwhFKBQwFA&iact=mrc&uact=8
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Three masterpieces of the 1230s in which Rayonnant Gothic was born: 
 Cathedrals of Troyes, rebuilt abbey church of St Denis and Louis IX’s chapel 

of St Gerain en Laye.  (only Troyes shown here) 

Cathedral of Troyes (Champagne, northeast France) – in which the clerestorey & 
triforium tied together more completely than before, as shown in nave 

     

The Rayonnant style spread from Paris to other centres:  Walls almost entirely of 
glass separated by fragile tracery, to create a glass cage.  (No longer Dark)  

Architects went too far at times, and some church buildings collapsed—you might 
call them ‘over the top’. 

Building in France slowed during the Hundred Years War, (1337-1444).  Afterward 
was the last phase of French Gothic, the Flamboyant (flaming)  (High Gothic) 
characterised by double-curbed tracery patterns resembling flames leaping 
upwards, esp. in northern France.   

Bit by bit the Gothic builders learnt how much they could cut away from a wall, arch 
or buttress without impairing the functioning of the structure.  The 12C spokes of 
the early buttresses at Chartres had, by 1500, become a fretwork of traceried 
gables and buttresses such as St-Maclou, Rouen (1436-1520).  The more solid 
expanse of wall becomes increasingly aerated as greater confidence in the 
structure develops in the Flamboyant style.   

Pentagonal (doors), slender buttresses Flamboyant style 
-

6. The basic early window-shape became freed like a plant growing and putting out 
tendrils in an energetic manner that was to give this phase of French Gothic the 
name of Flamboyant. 

The paring down of solid walls in Late Gothic meant that glass increasingly took 
over.  Instead of stone walls being punched out into shaped holes, the glass was 
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slotted into linear frameworks—stone mullions and window bars were carved into 
slim patterns as pieces of sculpture in their own right.   

These traceries are not fully appreciated from the inside, where the glory of the stained 
glass against the light claims all attention.  But on the outside they create an 
overall intricate pattern of lines and figures, which may cover the entire front of a 
Gothic cathedral, in the French manner at Rheims or Strasbourg, or make a 
screen as if of carved wood in the English fashion. 

Strasbourg, tallest in the world 1439  Tracery; wheel window 

In the rose windows, one of the most glorious architectural forms in Gothic 
architecture, patterns changed across the years from wheels to roses, from roses to 
flames. 

In the Chapel of the Holy Thorn, or La Sainte-Chapelle, Paris, (kings’ residence 
13C) the translation from solid wall to glass screens is complete.  Here the stone 
mullions that hold the glass together are so slim that one can hardly perceive them 
for the dazzle of the stained glass.  The architect took Suger’s example to its 
logical conclusion:   

whole chapel is glass right down to the ground 

GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE IN ENGLAND:  CATHEDRALS 
From the end of the 13C the leading ideas were to be found in England.  There the 
Gothic style is divided into three phases: 

Early English, Decorated and Perpendicular, whereas for the Continent the 
terms High and Late Gothic are sufficient to indicate the chief stages.   

Canterbury Cathedral in Kent is, of course, seat of the Archbishop.   
St Thomas a Becket was murdered there in 1170 and his remains remain. 
Founded 6C, but the second Romanesque cathedral was destroyed by fire 1174. 

Rebuilt by French architect William of Sens, in Gothic style 1379-1405.  Nave 
higher, shafts in black marble; decorative patterning in the choir, which was to 
become a persistent feature of English Gothic, not French. There are pointed 
arches over doors and windows, high pointed nave. 
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   Nave    Fans over Crossing 

Another departure from the French norm is the extreme length of the cathedral.   

The influence of Canterbury can be seen in Chichester, Rochester and Winchester 
cathedrals – Norman 1039, Gothic 1346-77.  

Winchester Nave looking toward western door, complex vaulting 

Another school formed in southwest England, centred on Wells Cathedral in 
Somerset, moderately sized among the medieval cathedrals of England.  It remains a 
landmark in the Somerset countryside. 
As in France, its façade was vandalised during a rebellion, here the Monmouth 
Puritan Rebellion 1685, when many of the carved figures were destroyed and others 
left headless. 

  c.1185-1200.   triforium set on top of lintel 

The triforium is an emphatically horizontal element in the elevation with no 
wall shafts to link it with the arcade below (ie, set on top) 

SLIDE –  ENGLISH GOTHIC STYLES:  Early, Decorated and Perpendicular 
7. Early:  pointed arch, high pointed nave, but more austere, less ornate, cross 

vaulting 

Decorated is the style of Bristol and Ely.  
In England, patterns of leaves were developed along with geometric patterns to give 

the term Decorated to the corresponding High Gothic phase in France.  The 
Decorated phase became more extravagant in the Curvilinear style, undoubtedly 
because of England’s contacts with the East through trade and the Crusades.   
In the Perpendicular, there is an echo of the Arab east.  

Early English was at an end when the Angel Choir of Bristol was growing.   
The main glory of Bristol Cathedral is its east end, described by the famous 
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architectural historian Nikolaus Pevsner as 'superior to anything else built in 
England and indeed in Europe at the same time'.  

Bristol        Geometric patterns 
 Lierne ribs 
Complicated rib vaulting is characteristic of the English Decorated style.  
 Elaborate curvilinear tracery and naturalistic foliage carving also abound. 

The exciting forms reach their peak in the ogee traceries (double curved lines) and 
carved hoods of the seats in the Lady Chapel at Ely Cathedral (1321), set apart from 
the main building. 

        Lady Chapel, Ely, English Decorated 

Another noted example is Lincoln Cathedral shown last week with its ‘crazy vaults’ 
over the choir, with ribs which do not lead to the central point. 

PERPENDICULAR corresponds to Late Gothic in Europe and is of equal national 
vigour.  Gloucester Cathedral the earliest. 

Perpendicular windows behind altar 
  The east wall was opened into one huge window with … nothing but a system of 

glazed panel, in the upward soar of the Gothic.  While on the Continent the walls 
were solid, English Perpendicular walls remained glass screens. The ribs of 
Gloucester form abstract and angular patterns.  

No structural logicality in Perpendicular vaults; the close-knit patterns of ribs no 
longer have anything to do with vault construction:  they are fan vaults with 
plenty of decoration to it. 
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York Minster, a mix of Decorated and Perpendicular - seat of the Archbishop of 
York, the second-highest office of the Church of England. 

West front   Choir  
  

THE CONTINENT 
The fashions in Gothic were carried through Europe from Norway to Spain by the 

master masons who travelled widely from job to job (craftsmanship and 
mobility of the period).  Eg, William of Sens built Canterbury Cathedral 12C, and 
a bevy of masons from Paris and Germany worked on the great Milan Cathedral 
for a century from 1385. 

Many European countries—Germany and Central Europe, Belgium, Italy, Spain, 
Portugal—adopted Gothic style later than France or England, and most important 
monuments tend to be in Late Gothic style. 

Gothic came into Germany, Spain, England and Italy as a French fashion.   It 
started in  cathedrals, such as Cologne. 

Cruciform plan  Pinnacled buttresses Nave, austere 

Burgos Cathedral, Spain - begun 1221, followed French Gothic patterns, using 
French masons.  Had major changes in the 15th and 16th centuries: the spires of the 
main facade, the Chapel and its dome, are elements of the advanced Gothic which give 
the cathedral its unmistakable profile. 
 ‘There is something of a thistly undergrowth about this ensemble which makes 

English Perpendicular appear strong and pure.’ 

. Crockets on spires (gothic portal) 
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The high water mark of Late Gothic frenzy was reached in Portugal under King 
Manuel I (1495-1521).  Manueline decoration is outrageously rich at Batalha– 
here the architecture of Portuguese India (Goa) is the parallel that comes to mind.   

 

The cathedral of Florence was built under the supervision of the guild of the wool 
merchants in honour of the people of Florence.  Structural clarity in the 
composition… must have appeared wonderfully calm and serene to a traveller 
from the north.  

 begun in 1296 in the Gothic style and completed structurally in 1436 with the dome 
engineered by Filippo Brunelleschi (Renaissance, next week) 

SLIDE 
Key historic events in the late Middle Ages: 

• Crusades, [1096 - 1187]  4th 1201,   5th 1217,   6th 1270,   7th 1291 (end) 
• Pilgrimages continued:  Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, begun 1389 
- Donations of pilgrims fostered changes in church architecture 
• Papal Schism, 3 men claimed to be rightful Pope; Avignon; end 1307-77 
• Emergence of Universities: Bologna 1088, Paris 1050, recognised later; 
Oxford 1096 – many by 12C. 
• Magna Carta, 1215 – beginning of democracy in England 
• Hundred Years’ War bet France & England over French land 1337-1453 
• Black Death 1346-53; 1/2 of population of Florence & Paris died 
- instability, upward mobility for some  
• Beginning of the Age of Empires, after Columbus’s discoveries 

Laiticisation from 13C – governments challenged leadership of church 
• Superstition, mysticism, heresy, claims of witchcraft 
• Most important for architecture:  Growth of towns:  guildhalls, etc. 
• Wealth of the merchant class 

To find English architecture of 1350 to 1525 at its best, one should visit not only 
cathedrals but manor-houses and parish churches, and royal chapels for the highest 
standard of design. 

Half a century of internal peace made owners of large country houses give up 
thoughts of military defence and allow themselves more domestic comforts.   
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The grandest surviving 14C hall is John of Gaunt’s at Kenilworth in Warwickshire. 

Great Hall 

Merchants, who imitated the great houses of the aristocracy, did not belong to the 3 
medieval classes: those who fight, work, or pray.   

New class, midway between peasant and nobleman, concerned with buying and 
selling, shipping, delivering, collecting.  They bought what grew beyond the 
towns:  sheep and grapevines for wool and wine.     

They also brought luxuries from afar and grew rich on them:  Trade with the Orient 
along the Silk Road included gold, gems, pearls, carpets, spices and silk.  In fairs 
and markets household goods were also sold, and the fairs included entertainers 
(buskers) and money changers (Jews and Italians). 

Parish Churches were the community centres for smaller towns. 
 Churches changed over the centuries: enlarged, their aisles widened, naves 

heightened, chapels added;  
- thus they do not reflect the aesthetic vision of any one period.   

Stone vaulting was usually too expensive for parish churches; merchants and guilds 
paid for them, without the sources of income of the cathedral hierarchy.  Timber 
roofs were used.   

York has 21 medieval churches besides the Minster;  Norwich had 32.  Church towers 
are among the outstanding features of Late Gothic architecture, single towers shooting 
up to unprecedented heights (not twins towers, as in Romanesque and Early Gothic):   

Ulm Münster, begun by burghers of Bavaria 14C, and Antwerp Cathedral the most 
spectacular.  

 
Kenilworth Castle
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As a seafaring nation, the English were given to making full use of wood from their 
abundant forests:  often there were similarities in their interior roofs and the 
upturned keel of a boat and the vaulting of a church. 

There is a variety of types: the tie-beam, arch-braced, hammerbeam roofs, and others. 
Most ingenious : Needham Market church.  

Hammerbeam roof 
Also found in great halls of universities and guildhalls (and Australia). 
The Continent has nothing like these achievements of the ship-building nation of 

England.   
The fantasy of the late Gothic designer also shows itself in wooden screens. 

SECULAR BUILDINGS IN THE MIDDLE AGES 
As I described last week, towns developed around churches and cathedrals and.  

fortified castles.  The passion for towers which developed during the 
Romanesque period coloured much of 15C architecture, when they were largely 
aesthetic.   

The tradition reached a climax in the lordly turreted gatehouses of the early 16C which 
form the grandiose state entrances to Tudor palaces and colleges: Hampton 
Court (not Gothic) 

seized by Henry VIII in 1529 from Cardinal Wolsey 

As they prospered, rich merchants emulated the styles of the aristocracy.  In country 
and town, the rich were buying themselves a civilized life and creating houses 
decorated with great beauty and refinement in the Gothic style, peculiar to national 
origins.   

The University of Cambridge, founded in 1209, also has its share of towers, such as 
these at Kings College Square. 

 
Ulm – tallest church in world; Germany  

Cathedral of Our Lady, Antwerp
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The Chapel at Kings has the world’s largest fan vault, designed by John Wastell in 

1512.  
One of the best of merchant houses to survive is the House of Jaques Coeur at 

Bourges, France, begun 1443.  Towers and Gothic window at centre 

An English example is the ancestral home of the Elizabethan poet Sir Philip Sidney 
near Tonbridge in Kent, one of the most complete 14C country manor houses. 

 
Grand manor houses can be visited all over England, thanks partly to the National 
Trust. 

Dutch houses of the period were built with distinctive stepped gables.  This feature 
spread to Belgium, Germany, England and, of course, South Africa. 

 

Late medieval town halls are among the outstanding civic structures, the first secular 
expression of local civic pride, and a standout is Hotel de Cluny in Paris, originally 
part of the famous Abbey.  It was rebuilt in 1485-1500 to its present form and now 
houses the French National Museum of the Middle Ages. 
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Germany and the Low Countries were in forefront of creating town halls, with steep-
pitched roofs, often cut into with dormer windows, and combined with narrow 
decorative towers. 

Town Hall, Oudenarde, Belgium, built by architect Hendrik van Pede in 1526–1537, 
who retained the Cloth Hall at the rear. 

 

Towns were centres of the production of specialist goods through craft guilds.  
Guildsmen, especially merchant guildsmen, gained high status in the social hierarchy 
as the social structure broadened.   

With increasing trade, commercial buildings appeared around the market area from 
the 12C—in  craft and merchant halls and trade exchanges of the late Middle Ages. 

Cloth Hall at Ypres, bombed in WWI.  The Merchants Hall, Freiburg, survived. 

Ypres   1520, Freiburg 

Ornamental Towers  continued to colour much of 15C architecture, and into the 
next century with the lordly turreted gatehouses in the colleges of Oxford and 
Cambridge. 

These colleges are a unique treasury of English medieval architecture with echoes of 
monasteries and manor houses.  

The Old Town Square in Prague is a gem.  Shown here as panorama, not square. 

Prague Old Town Square,     Church of our Lady,    Old Town Hall,      St Nicholas Church
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On the Old Town Hall is a medieval astronomical clock, the Prague Orloj. The clock 
was first installed in 1410, and is the oldest one still in operation. Death the Reaper 
with scythe emerges below the arch on the hour. 

 

Conclude with the most splendid of the Gothic merchants’ houses:  palazzo on the 
Grand Canal in Venice:  Doge’s Palace, completed in 1304, lauded by 19C English art 
critic, John Ruskin, who thought it ‘one of the great wonders of architecture’. 

 

  
SUMMARY:  Gothic style began with designs by Benedictine Abbott Suger at Abbey 

Church of St Denis, completed 1144:   
o pointed arch, ribbed vaults, verticality, flying buttresses 
o window tracery 
Took different forms as the style progressed in Europe and England 
o spread via pilgrimages, masons working place to place 
By 15C, the single lantern tower with tall pointed spires replaced twin 
towers on the West Front 

NEXT WEEK:  RENAISSANCE and BAROQUE ARCHITECTURE 
- begun by the merchants of Florence 
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